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h i g h l i g h t s
� We investigate the migration of rhenium and osmium in tungsten.
� The low rotation barrier of mixed dumbbells greatly influences their diffusivities.
� One cannot reduce their migration behavior to that of spherical objects.
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a b s t r a c t

Tungsten is expected to be a promising plasma-facing material for future fusion devices, but radiation-
induced precipitation (RIP), which leads the material to hardening, is a concern at their practical use. One
of the keys to accurate prediction of the emergence of RIP is migration of solute atoms, rhenium and
osmium, that are produced by nuclear transmutation through irradiation. We conduct a series of nu-
merical simulations using an atomic kinetic Monte Carlo method and investigate the migration of these
solute atoms in the form of tungstenerhenium and tungsteneosmium mixed dumbbells, considered to
be the most efficient ”carriers” of the solute atoms. We find that the low rotation energy barrier of these
mixed dumbbells leading to three-dimensional migration greatly influences their diffusivities. The result
also suggests that, although these dumbbells have three-dimensional motion, one cannot simply reduce
their migration behavior to that of vacancy-like spherical objects.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Due to its high melting point and good resistance to sputtering,
tungsten (W) is a promising candidate material for high-
temperature and heavy irradiation applications, e.g. for the first
wall and the diverter armor of nuclear fusion devices of the future.
See, for example, Ref. [1] for information regarding recent de-
velopments of W materials for fusion applications.

Under neutron irradiation, transmutation elements are pro-
duced in W [2,3]. Among them, rhenium (Re) and osmium (Os) are
the two main products; Os is produced via the production of Re.
According to a predictive estimation [3], pure W used for the first
wall armor of a nuclear fusion device is transmuted to an end-of-
service alloy composition of approximately 91 at.% W, 6 at.% Re,
and 3 at.% Os.

It is widely known that Re and Os precipitate under irradiation
udo).
with solute concentrations below their solid solubility limits [4e10]
which, at room temperature, are ~27 at.% and ~5 at.% for Re and Os,
respectively [11,12]. This is a common radiation effect, observed in
many alloys, and is known as radiation-induced precipitation (RIP).
Because incoherent precipitates become obstacles for dislocation
motions and are responsible for radiation hardening [9,13] that can
lead to embrittlement of the materials, nucleation and growth of
RIP under the fusion reactor environment must be accurately
predicted.

As well as nuclear transmutations, direct effects of irradiation of
materials are atomic displacements, i.e., vacancies, self-interstitial
atoms (SIAs) and their clusters. The emergence of RIP is roughly
explained as follows: an SIA is binding a solute atom; a vacancy is
binding another solute atom; then SIA-vacancy recombination can
cause aggregation of solute atoms [14e16]. See Fig. 1 for the sche-
matic picture of the RIP nucleation mechanism. Obviously, point
defects produced by atomic displacements (i.e., vacancy and SIA)
and solute atoms (Re and Os) are all attractive in W crystals. As an
aggregated solute atom cannot be dissociated from others without
the actions of ’carriers' such as vacancies and interstitial atoms, the
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Fig. 1. RIP development mechanism; how solute atoms are aggregated [14].

Fig. 2. Free energy changes over the process of RIP development.

Table 1
Formation energies of Re and Os interstitials in W (eV).

Interstitial-type SIA Re-interstitial Os-interstitial

<111> crowdion 9.77 9.29 6.11
<111> dumbbell 9.78 9.17 5.84
<110> dumbbell 10.21 9.20 5.68
Tetrahedral interstitial 11.38 10.53 6.90
<100> dumbbell 11.86 10.20 7.79
Octahedral interstitial 11.97 11.32 8.11
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clusters of solute atoms have long lives, giving them a chance to
become large enough to be transformed into a different phase, such
as s-phase or c-phase [8]. These precipitates are not in thermal
equilibrium if the solute concentration is below the solid solubility
limit. In other words, the free energy stored in a system having
precipitates is larger than a system with Re, or Os, in solution.
Because of this, the emergence of the RIP seems to be at odds with
intuitive physical understanding, because the system seemingly
gains the energy by itself. This is explained as follows: The free
energy of the system is increased when the radiation produces
atomic displacements; the system then loses the free energy when
an interstitial atom and a vacancy recombine. The diagram in Fig. 2
illustrates this.

An additional atomistic phenomenon is necessary for the
emergence of RIP, that is, migration of the solute atoms. The
migration of Re and Os atoms in W plays a critical role in the
development of RIP. The migration of solute atoms via the vacancy
mode occurs through an exchange of a vacancy and an atom. In
addition, a vacancy is able to drag a solute atom along with it if the
solute atom and the vacancy are attractive to each other [17,18]. The
migration style of solute atoms dragged by interstitials is more
complicated, as there exist many types of interstitial atoms, located
in tetrahedral or octahedral sites, or they exist as dumbbells with
choices of various directions. As shown later in this paper, the
migration of solutes via the interstitial mode are much faster than
migration via the vacancy mode, and we believe that the interstitial
migration mode would be the greater contributor to the aggrega-
tion of solute atoms.

In the current study, we aimed at investigating the migration of
solute atoms via interstitial mode in W crystals by exploiting an
atomic kinetic Monte Carlo method parameterized by the first
principles studies [19]. We particularly focused upon the influence
of the rotation energy barriers upon the migration of mixed
dumbbells, as our previous study [19] suggests that their low
rotation energy barriers leading to three-dimensional migration is
key in the explanation of the radiation effect experimentally
observed in W crystals.
2. Methodology

2.1. Energetics of point defects and solute atoms

The first principles studies necessary to the current study are
conducted in the framework of generalized gradient approximation
with projector-augmented wave pseudo-potentials [20] using the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [21]. The detail is re-
ported in Ref. [19], and we use its results in the following. Table 1
and Fig. 3 summarize formation energy of SIA, Re interstitials,
and Os interstitials in various forms. According to these results, the
most energetically-favored forms for SIA, Re-interstitial, Os-inter-
stitial are <111> dumbbell, <111> dumbbell and <110> dumbbell,
respectively. Note that in the current paper, we use the expressions,
<111> crowdion, and<111> dumbbell, interchangeably. For SIA and
Re interstitials, some ab initio studies reported that asymmetric
directions <11h> (h ~ 0.5) are slightly more favored than <111>
dumbbells [19], but we do not know whether these asymmetric
dumbbells are realistic. In addition, excess formation energies of
<111> dumbbells from <11h> are not large, being equal to ~0.1 eV
or less, so we consider <111> dumbbells as the most favored spe-
cies for SIAs and Re interstitials in the current study.

Table 2 summarizes the binding energies between the solute
atoms at a substitutional position and at point defects. Attractive
relations are indicated for all the combinations. Note that in the
current paper, it is assumed that a positive binding energy indicates
attraction. This ensures that part of the conditions necessary for RIP
development, described above, are satisfied. Since a vacancy and
either of the Os and Re solute atoms are mutually attractive at the
second nearest neighbor positions, vacancies are expected to drag
the solute atoms.

Table 3 summarizes migration energy barriers of the solute
atoms. It indicates that migrations via the vacancy mode are
extremely slow compared with those via the interstitial mode. We
believe that migrations via the interstitial mode carry the solute
atoms much more effectively than do migrations via the vacancy
mode and we, in the current paper, concentrate on the migration
Fig. 3. Relative formation energy of SIAs and Re/Os interstitials in W crystals.



Table 2
Binding energy between the solute atoms at a substitutional position and point
defects in W crystals (eV); values are calculated by ab initio studies [19]. “1NN” and
“2NN” stand for the first and second nearest neighbors, respectively.

Vacancy SIA

1NN 2NN Mixed dumbbell

Re in W 0.22 0.22 0.79
Os in W 0.53 0.36 1.87

Table 3
Migration energy barriers of vacancy, SIA and solute atoms in W crystals
(eV). For SIA and Re-interstitial, migration in the <111> direction is
assumed. For Os interstitial, translation-and-rotation migration mode
was considered.

Defect Migration barrier (eV)

Vacancy 1.69
SIA 0.003
Re-substitutional 1.65
Os-substitutional 1.43
Re-interstitial 0.12
Os-interstitial 0.31

Table 4
Rotation energy barriers of SIA and mixed dumbbell in W (eV).

Defect Rotation path Rotation barrier (eV)

SIA dumbbell <111>/<110>/<111> 0.43
WeRe dumbbell <111>/<110>/<111> 0.03
WeOs dumbbell <110>/<111>/<110> 0.16
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via interstitial mode.
Those events involving the solute interstitials that are to be

considered in the AKMC are schematically depicted in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 for Re-interstitials and Os-interstitials, respectively. Because
the <111> dumbbell is the most favored for Re-interstitials, we
consider a translation event in <111> directions, that is, the jump
from Fig. 4a to b. For Os-interstitials, the <110> dumbbell is the
most favored, and we consider translation-rotations event from
one <110> dumbbell to another <110> dumbbell at the first nearest
neighbor position, that is for example, the jump from Fig. 5a to b.

We also consider pure rotation events of each dumbbell; if the
<111> dumbbell is the most favored, it is subject to change in di-
rection to another <111> via a <110> direction, depicted as the
change from Fig. 4b to c. In this case, the rotation energy barrier
Fig. 4. Migration path of <111> solute interstitials (a red large sphere); the transformation f
from (b) to (c) shows a rotation; the transformation from (c) to (d) again shows a jump to a
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Migration path of <110> solute interstitials (a red large sphere): Solute atom at (0
configuration after the jump to (1/2, 1/2, 1/2); the transformation from (b) to (c) shows a p
neighboring position. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, t
corresponds to the excess formation energy of the <110> dumbbell
over that of the <111> dumbbell. If the <110> dumbbell is the most
favored, it is subject to change in direction to another <110> via
<111> direction, depicted as the change from Fig. 5b to c. In this
case, the rotation energy barrier is equal to the excess energy of the
<111> dumbbell over that of the <110> dumbbell. The rotation
energy barrier of each dumbbell is calculated by ab initio method
[19] and is shown in Table 4.

An obvious and important consequence of the set of events
considered for WeRe mixed dumbbells is that they could not have
migrated were the pure rotation event not allowed; the Re atom
would have been trapped between two neighboring W atoms. This
”immobility” can be easily demonstrated by an AKMC simulation. It
is possible for a WeRe mixed dumbbell to be separated into a SIA
and a Re atom at a substitutional site, but such a substitutional Re
atom can move only slowly via the vacancy mode, as the migration
energy barrier is large (See Table 3). Thus, the pure rotation event is
essential to the ease of migration of Re atoms in W crystals, in turn
making it essential to the emergence of RIP in WeRe alloys.

2.2. Atomic kinetic Monte Carlo method

In this subsection, the detail of the AKMC method used in the
present study is explained. First, we create a perfect W bcc crystal
with the dimension of 20a0 � 20a0 � 20a0, where a0 is 3.169 Å, the
lattice constant of W crystals; a0 is estimated by a set of ab initio
calculations [22]. Second, we insert an extra atom into the perfect
crystal. The inserted atom isW, Re or Os, and this defect becomes an
SIA (<111> dumbbell), a Re-interstitial (<111>mixed dumbbell), or
rom (a) to (b) shows a jump to a first nearest neighboring position; the transformation
first nearest neighboring position. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this

,0,0) shown in (a) can jump either to (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) or (1/2, 1/2, �1/2); (b) shows a
ure rotation; the transformation from (c) to (d) again shows a jump to a first nearest
he reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 6. A trajectory of an SIA given by a KMC run.

Fig. 7. A trajectory of a <111> WeRe mixed dumbbell given by a KMC run.

Fig. 8. A trajectory of a <110> WeOs mixed dumbbell given by a KMC run.
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an Os-interstitial (<110> dumbbell), respectively; one of these
becomes an initial state of each AKMC run, and these interstitial
atoms are allowed to migrate in the simulation box. We impose the
periodic boundary conditions for the three directions that the
dumbbell escapes from the face opposing that which it enters.

To push the clock forward, the event-driven algorithm is used, i.e.,
the following steps are iterated: (a) Occurrence probabilities of all the
considered events are calculated on the basis of the current atomic
configuration in the simulationbox; (b) anevent is selected randomly
where the selection probability is proportional to the occurrence
probability of each event; (c) the selected event is executed and the
atomic configuration is updated; (d) the time advances by dt;

dt ¼ �log r
ktot

; (1)
where ktot is the sum of probabilities of all possible events; r is a
uniform random number in the range of 0 � r < 1. Each event
probability is given by ne�Ea=kT , where n is the attempt frequency,
and we adopt n ¼ 1013 [/s] for all events considered; k is the
Boltzmann constant; T is the absolute temperature. See, for
example [23], for more detail of the event-driven algorithm. Sep-
aration of the WeRe/WeOs mixed dumbbell into a substitutional
solute atom and an SIA is possible in actual W crystals (see their
binding energy values in Table 2), but we ignore these events; Re
substitutional and Os substitutional caused by the dissociation can
migrate via the vacancy mode, but as mentioned above the present
study aimed at investigating the migration of solute atoms via
interstitial mode, so themigrations of these products have not been
included in our AKMC setting.

We estimate diffusivities of the solute atoms by applying the
well-known Einstein's equation:

D ¼
D
R
2
E

6t
; (2)

where D is the diffusivity of the solute interstitials; R is the
displacement of the interstitials during a period of t. We slightly
modified Eq. (2) so that each trajectory, indexed by i, includes
exactly 500 jumps;

D ¼ 1
N

XN

i¼1

Ri
2

6ti
; (3)

where N is the population of the trajectory ensemble; we set
N ¼ 1000. Accordingly, we collected 1000 trajectories for each case.

To conduct the above numerical analyses, we developed an
AKMC code utilizing a kinetic Monte Carlo development tool called
Programming Adaptable KMC Software Suite (PAKSS). PAKSS is
written in Cþþ language and, by exploiting the polymorphism
functionality of object-oriented programming, it has been suc-
cessfully supplying templates for various KMC codes, such as an
AKMC used in Ref. [18] and object kineticMonte Carlo codes used in
Refs. [24,25]. A project converting PAKSS to open-source software is
in progress.
3. Results and discussion

Using the AKMCwith the parameters mentioned in the previous
section, we let an inserted interstitial migrate at a constant tem-
perature T and recorded many trajectories of the interstitials;
typical ones are displayed in Figs. 6e8 at T ¼ 1023+ K. This tem-
perature is the same as that used in a recent experimental study
[26]. In each case, an interstitial atom is inserted at the center of the
simulation box, i.e. at the point of x ¼ y ¼ z ¼ 0. We notice that the
trajectory for the SIA in Fig. 6 is composed of one-dimensional
motions with intermittent changes of direction, while the trajec-
tories for the Re-interstitial and the Os-interstitial look like three-
dimensional random walks; the results here agree with the
expectation from the ab initio results given in Ref. [19]. By using Eq.
(3) we evaluated the diffusivities of Re-interstitial and Os-
interstitial atoms at various Ts as given in Fig. 9. The figure con-
tains corresponding analytical values of vacancy-like spherical
species, as given by

D ¼ znd2

6
e�Em=kT ; (4)

where z is the number of the first nearest neighbors (¼8); d is the
distance to the first nearest neighbors (¼ 0:5

ffiffiffi
3

p
a0); Em is the

migration energy barrier given in Table 3. As shown in Fig. 9, the



Fig. 9. Diffusivity of Re- and Os-interstitials vs. temperature.
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diffusivities of vacancy-like spherical species are significantly larger
than those given by the AKMC. This clearly indicates that the
migration of WeRe and WeOs dumbbells cannot be modeled by
Eq. (4): These dumbbells cannot be simplified as spherical objects
and ought to be treated as non-spherical defects having an attri-
bution of direction, even though their trajectories look three-
dimensional as seen in Figs. 7 and 8. This is a noteworthy result
deduced from the current study.

An important suggestion indicated by the previous ab initio
study in Ref. [19] is that migration of any stable mixed dumbbell, in
general, is strongly influenced by its rotation energy barrier. To
verify this notion, we calculated diffusivities of <111> and <110>
mixed dumbbells as a function of rotation barrier. For this purpose,
we adopted the values of the other event parameters as given
previously for the artificial <111> WeRe dumbbells and <110>
WeOs dumbbells, while applying various values for their respec-
tive rotation energy barriers. Results given in Fig. 10 show that, for
both types of mixed dumbbells at 1023� K, the diffusivity clearly
decreases as the rotation energy barrier increases. In the case of the
artificial <111> mixed dumbbell, the reason for this trend is
obvious, i.e. rotation events are necessary for a Re-interstitial to
escape from the trap between two neighboring W atoms, as
mentioned above. For the <110>mixed dumbbells, the migration is
still possible without the pure rotation, but possible migration
paths are restricted without the pure rotation as implied by Fig. 5.
The results in Fig. 10 indicate that frequent pure rotation events
Fig. 10. Diffusivity of mixed dumbbells vs. their rotation barriers at T ¼ 1023� K.
strongly enhance the rate of migration of <111> and <110> mixed
dumbbells in general.

In addition to RIP, experimental studies [5,9,13] revealed
another radiation effect in WeRe and WeOs alloys, that is, the
addition of Re or Os to pure W causes suppression of void growth.
Voids in solid materials cause not only swelling but also hardening,
because such voids also become obstacles for dislocation motions.
So far, there is no clear explanation of how this suppression of void
growth occurs. Under neutron irradiation, a primary knock-on
atom (PKA) produces Frenkel pairs or a cascade of atomic dis-
placements. In the case of pure W, surviving SIAs in the displace-
ment have one-dimensional motion, while in WeRe alloys,
surviving SIAs are likely to encounter a nearby Re substitutional
atom and form a WeRe mixed dumbbell. This can experimentally
recognized as the decrease in the mobility of interstitial atoms
when Re is added to pure W [27]. As revealed above, WeRe mixed
dumbbells have a larger migration energy barrier.

SIAs having one-dimensional motion can encounter a vacancy
only along their one-dimensional migration line, so they have
greater probability of escaping from cascade-displacement
influenced regions without recombination, in comparison with
the mixed dumbbells that have three-dimensional motion. Mo-
lecular dynamics studies of FeeCu alloys [28,29] show that the
solute atoms increase the migration dimension of single SIAs and
SIA clusters and suggest significant influence of the migration
dimension to microstructural evolution. For example, kinetic
Monte Carlo studies [30,31] of annealing simulation after cascade
displacements in a-Fe reveal that increasing the migration
dimension of interstitial clusters, from one-dimensional to three-
dimensional, decreases the number of surviving vacancies. Thus,
we surmise that the probability of vacancy-interstitial recombi-
nation is increased by adding Re to pure W and that the vacancy
population is decreased. Hence, the three-dimensional motion of
a WeRe mixed dumbbell is likely to be a cause of the suppres-
sion of void growth in WeRe alloys. The experimental fact that
void-growth suppression and RIP occur simultaneously also
supports the above hypothesis that the RIP develops due to
vacancy-interstitial recombination as depicted in Fig. 1. The study
of this hypothesis by quantitative analyses is currently in
progress.

The suppression of voids is more significant inWeOs alloys [26],
and the above hypothesis can similarly be applied to WeOs alloys.
As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the migration of WeOs mixed dumb-
bells are slower than those of WeRe dumbbells and stay longer in a
cascade-displacement influenced region. Accordingly, we pre-
sumed that an interstitial in WeOs alloys has more chance of
recombining with a vacancy than has an interstitial in WeRe alloys
with the same solute concentration. This could be a reason for
WeOs alloys having a greater suppression of voids than do WeRe
alloys. Another explanation of the greater suppression of voids in
WeOs alloys is that the binding energy between an Os substitu-
tional and an SIA is much larger than that between a Re substitu-
tional and an SIA (See Table 2), so WeOs mixed dumbbells
generally have longer lifetimes in comparison with WeRe mixed
dumbbells, and interstitials in WeOs alloys have more chance of
recombining with a vacancy. These presumptions, also, ought to be
confirmed by some quantitative analyses.

4. Conclusions

We conducted a series of atomic kinetic Monte Carlo simula-
tions to investigate the Re-interstitial and the Os-interstitial in W
crystals, which can form stable <111> and <110>mixed dumbbells,
respectively, with a W atom. Our study confirms that, instead of
one-dimensional motion such as SIAs have, these mixed dumbbells
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have three-dimensional motion, but this motion cannot be reduced
to a simple vacancy-like diffusion: The result suggests that
modeling of these dumbbell needs special care in coarser modeling
studies, such as those using rate equations. We also confirmed that
the low rotation energy barrier of these dumbbells is a property
that is key to their migration and the concomitant emergence of RIP
experimentally observed in WeRe and WeOs alloys. In addition,
we gave a possible explanation for the suppression of void-growth
in WeRe and WeOs alloys.
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